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Abstract—Phase and frequency control of resonant tunneling
diode (RTD) based terahertz oscillators are major challenges in
realizing coherent signal sources for arrayed applications, such
as spatial power combining, beam steering, or multi-in multi-out
systems. In this letter, we demonstrate frequency locking and
control of an RTD oscillating at f0 ∼ 550 GHz, via radiative
injection of a weak sinusoidal subharmonic signal at f0/2. Precise
frequency control, within the locking range of around 2 GHz, is
demonstrated. A peak output power enhancement of 14 dB in the
whole locking range, compared to the free running oscillator, is
achieved. Furthermore, occurrence of phase locking is identified
by the spectral linewidth reduction, quantifiable in the full-width
at half-maximum parameter. A signal linewidth of 490 Hz was
achieved in locked operation.

Index Terms—Beam steering, injection-locked oscillators, phase
control, resonant tunneling device, terahertz radiation.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HERE is vital interest in compact and energy-efficient

solid-state sources operating at room temperature

to bridge the terahertz gap (0.3 THz < fTHz < 3 THz),
especially within mobile scenarios. Possible applications are
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manifold including ultrahigh-speed wireless communications,

spectroscopy, radar, and imaging. Fundamental mode optical

terahertz oscillators based on p-type Ge [1] or quantum cascade

lasers [2], [3] offer high output power but require cryogenic

operation, and are lacking power efficiency around 1 THz.

Advanced, ultrascaled transistor devices based on InP [4], [5]

and on silicon (Si) [6], [7] have recently become available for

electronic terahertz circuits.

Fundamental mode sources up to 0.57 THz utilizing the InP

HBT technology [8] and 1 THz harmonic oscillation by SiGe

HBTs [9] have been demonstrated. Two-terminal devices with

relaxed scaling rules, such as impact ionization avalanche transit

time diodes, tunneling transit-time diodes, and Gunn diodes, are

also intensively studied as they can offer oscillation frequencies

in the sub-THz range [10]. A very promising candidate for

terahertz sources is the resonant tunneling diode (RTD), which

can be monolithically integrated into an on-chip antenna for

orthogonal [11], [12] or in-plane [13] free-space emission. RTD-

based oscillators operating at room temperature are currently

providing the highest oscillation frequency of any solid-state

electronic devices at around 2 THz [14]. As a fundamental

oscillator, the RTD may be operated at higher power efficiency

as compared to frequency multiplying devices.

Frequency and phase control of oscillators are major chal-

lenges at terahertz frequencies but indispensable in order to

provide new array-based functionalities, such as spatial power

combining, multi-in multi-out systems, or beam steering [15]–

[17]. In addition, sharp spectral linewidth and tunability of the

oscillation frequency at terahertz frequencies are required for the

applications under consideration. Conventionally, the frequency

control of RTD-based oscillators is carried out by integration

of a voltage-controlled capacitance [18]. At the expense of an

added capacitive load, this method provides a large frequency

tuning range, but frequency and phase fluctuations of the free

running oscillator are not reduced. A signal stabilization and

even phase locking of a free running RTD oscillator are presented

in [19] with an external phase-locked-loop circuit. However,

many components such as heterodyne mixer, low-noise ampli-

fier, balanced mixer, loop filter, and external signal generator are

needed. High-Q passive resonators may be used for frequency

stabilization, but in general lack tunability. A less complex
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Fig. 1. (a) Measurement setup used to measure the locking range of a free
running THz oscillator. (I) A closer look-up to the devices. (II) A front view
of the RTD oscillator. (b) Schematic setup presentation showing the conversion
losses occurring in the measurement path.

alternative that is even easily integrated into a mobile device

is signal injection locking [20], [21]. This mechanism showed

excellent results at microwave frequencies [16], [22], [23].

In this work, we provide proof of concept for the injection

locking mechanism by radiative injection of a subharmonic

signal into a sub-mm wave (f0 > 550 GHz) RTD-based fun-

damental mode oscillator.

II. DEVICES AND MEASUREMENT SETUP

The fundamental mode oscillator consists of an RTD that

is monolithically integrated with an on-chip slot antenna. A

packaged RTD oscillator was used in this experiment. The RTD

layer structure included thin barriers and wells in order to achieve

high current density operation [24]. An offset-fed slot antenna

was used for high-power operation [25]. The oscillator was

placed on a hemispherical Si lens with 10 mm diameter col-

lecting the output beam at the bottom side of the InP wafer. The

RTD exhibits a maximum current density of 35 mA/µm2 with

a peak-to-valley current ratio of about 2. The oscillator starts

oscillating when the RTD is biased in the regime of negative

differential resistance (NDR). The frequency of oscillation is de-

fined by the bias-dependent impedance of the RTD and the input

impedance of the antenna. This device provides a free running

oscillation frequency between 564 and 576 GHz, depending on

the biasing point. The measurement setup for radiative injection

and fundamental locking of the free running oscillator is shown

in Fig. 1. The integrated RTD oscillator/antenna device used in

this setup was designed for frequencies around f0 ∼ 550 GHz

and was not yet optimized for efficient injection locking at the

subharmonic injection signal f0/2. The injection signal was gen-

erated with a frequency multiplying signal generator (AMC-370,

VDI) connected to a WR3 horn antenna. The output power of

the signal generator was measured using a power meter (PM5,

VDI-Erickson). In the frequency range from 265 to 300 GHz, the

variation of the output power Pout was measured to 0–17 dBm

and was considered for calibration. At the front side of the RTD

oscillator, a heterodyne mixer (N9029AV, VDI) was placed,

which exhibited a typical conversion loss of around 20 dB. A

low-noise amplifier (BZR-P011800, B&Z) with a gain of 38 dB

was introduced between the mixer and the spectrum analyzer

in order to increase the measured power without degrading the

phase noise. The loss path in the measurement setup can be

deducted from Fig. 1(b). The Si lens introduced a 30% insertion

loss in the transmitted beam. The effective area of the terahertz

beam was calculated, including the Si lens area, to be 78.5 mm2.

The RTD’s signal was collected at the mixer input through a

horn antenna with gain of 26 dBi and calculated effective area

of 8.8 mm2. The mixer input was placed 12 mm away from

the oscillator, resulting in a free-space path loss of 17 dB. The

subsequent LNA introduced a signal gain of 38 dB.

III. MEASUREMENTS

The locking mechanism of the integrated RTD/antenna oscil-

lator presented in this work was based on the following:

1) radiative injection, with a subharmonic signal frequency

finj ≈ f0/2;

2) frequency multiplication by the RTD’s nonlinearity, pro-

viding the locking signal;

3) transfer of the fundamental mode oscillation power to the

locked signal power.

Under locked condition, the phase relation between master

signal and fundamental mode oscillation is constant [20], [21].

The radiative injection mechanism decouples the locking master

signal from the RTD oscillator, thus circumventing the lack of

isolation inherent of two-terminal RTD devices.

To investigate the multiplication efficiency of the RTD, a

signal at constant frequency of finj = 293 GHz was injected into

the antenna. The power of the multiplied signal at f0 = 586 GHz

was recorded while varying the RTD’s bias voltage within the

NDR region. The NDR region of this device was between

VRTD = 0.6 V (peak point) and VRTD = 0.66 V valley point.

Due to the typical nonlinearity of the I–V curve in the NDR

region, when the RTD was biased at the center of the NDR

region (VRTD = 0.63 V), the power of the doubled frequency

signal was at its minimum, i.e., the doubling efficiency exhibited

a minimum. Biasing the RTD near the peak or valley point

resulted in locked signals with higher RF power. Furthermore,

the receiving efficiency of the RTD-slot devices at frequencies

around f0/2 is expected to be very low. This device is designed

for only one resonant frequency f0. Therefore, a high injection

signal power (∼20 mW) at f0/2 needs to be radiated onto the

device, resulting in a small signal injected into the RTD, which

is then multiplied by the RTD’s nonlinearity to the locking

frequency f0.

To investigate the locking range, a signal was injected at

finj ∼ f0/2 (cf., Fig. 2). This frequency was increased step-

wise [see Fig. 2(I)(a)–(c)] until frequency locking was observed

[see Fig. 2(I)(c)]. The free running oscillator output power is

∼16 µW (measured with a power meter). The pulling of the
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Fig. 2. Subharmonic injection and fundamental locking of a free running
oscillator. The locking signal power is kept constant, and its oscillation frequency
is increased stepwise until the RTD is locked, recorded with a resolution
bandwidth of 1.3 MHz. The inset presents a close look-up (RBW = 100 Hz) of
the locked signal spectrum. Fig. 2(II) shows the normalized power on the right
y-axis and the oscillation frequency on the left Y-axis over the injected signal
frequency.

RTD’s oscillation frequency during synchronization is expected

at frequency locking of a free running oscillator [26]. We ob-

served a continuously increasing power transfer from the RTD’s

fundamental mode to the locked signal in Fig. 2(b) while the

spectral width of the locked signal remains narrow. A locking

range of 2 GHz was determined. Under the locked condition,

the relatively wideband spectral power distribution of the initial

RTD oscillator is compressed into the small bandwidth of the

injected signal, resulting in a peak spectral power increase of

about 14 dB (see Fig. 2(II) within locking range). Locking

the free-running signal with a low-noise injection signal source

narrows its linewidth [21]. The free-running signal is adopting

the signal properties of the locking signal also in terms of signal

purity. This behavior is experimentally verified and is presented

in the inset of Fig. 2(I) (showing a close-up on the locked signal

spectrum).

The spectral linewidth of the injection-locked oscillator is

reduced to approximately the linewidth of the injected subhar-

monic signal, indicating phase locking. To quantify the locked

signal purity, the peak’s full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) is

investigated. An FWHM value of the free running oscillator was

measured to be 34.69 MHz (cf., Fig. 2(a), free running signal).

After locking (cf., Fig. 2(c) and the inset), an FWHM value of

483 Hz was achieved. During the locking range, changing the

frequency of the free running oscillator (by changing the bias

point, within the locking range) does not alter the oscillation

frequency. Conversely, this would lead to a relative phase change

of the output signal, which can be exploited for the realization

of beam steered RTD arrays. The locking range is defined as the

frequency range between the start and end of the locking, and

was found to be approximately proportional to
√

Plock/Posc,

where Plock is the locking signal and Posc is the free running

signal power.

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This work provides an experimental proof of radiative sub-

harmonic injection and simultaneous frequency locking of a

free running RTD-based oscillator at submillimeter wavelength.

Compared to the free-running RTD oscillator, a significant in-

crease in peak spectral signal power along with commensurate

reduction of the spectral linewidth at 565 GHz was demon-

strated. An FWHM value of around 34.69 MHz, when not

locked, improved to less than 490 Hz, in locked operation.

Achieving the locking condition requires a constant phase re-

lation [20] between the master (subharmonic injection signal

source) and the slave (the RTD-based oscillator); therefore,

phase control of the RTD oscillator could be achieved. Further,

circumventing the lack of isolation in the two-terminal RTD

device, the radiative signal injection technique decouples the

locking master signal from the RTD oscillator, thus enabling an

architecture of phase-coupled RTD oscillator cores suitable for

power-scalable integrated THz transmitter arrays.
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